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ETNO-SEGREGATION - TRADE UNION ACTORS TAKE ON NEW 

ROLES AS EQUALITY COUNSELLORS 

The Etno-Segregation project was launched by a national Trade Union (TU), Unione Generale 
del Lavoro (UGL), and several partners to pilot new types of action that enable its representatives 
to play a more effective part in tackling unequal treatment and marginalisation of workers from 
ethnic minority groups in the labour market. The work of the DP started from a diagnosis that the 
main barrier preventing action in this field was the lack of awareness and information that exists 
amongst trade unionists with regard to the issues of racism, discrimination and the integration of 
immigrants.  

The initial operation of the DP therefore concentrated on developing a modular training course, 
involving on-site and distance learning, to increase TU representatives’ knowledge and enhance 
their competence and skills related to these issues. Course participants are also equipped with 
an anti-discrimination toolkit to give them practical means for action in this field.  

This training provided the basis for two further lines of action. The first was the creation of new 
professional profiles, namely the roles of “ethno equality agents” and “ethno-mobbing advisers”. 
These new figures are deployed to identify discriminatory practices in the work place, propose 
remedial and preventive action and initiate legal procedures if necessary. They also tackle non-
direct discrimination, such as mobbing related to members of ethnic minorities.  

The second line of action is focused on demonstrating how these new roles can be harnessed to 
tackling problems that cause immigrant’s exclusion from the labour market and to providing new 
mediation services for them. While the work of the “ethno equality agents” is coordinated by the 
new Ethno-Equality Office that has been set up at national level to support the territorial branches 
of the UGL, the  operate at a decentralised level. Their work adds a new dimension to the 
information and counselling points for immigrants that are run by the Sindacato Emigrati 
Immigrati (SEI, trade union for emigrants and immigrants), a TU association established within 
the structural framework of UGL, which offers assistance to non-EU immigrants, in more than 90 
Italian provinces. The new contact points for ethno-mobbing were found to be an effective vehicle 
for identifying discriminatory practices against immigrants. Access to them is open to the public 
and supported by a free telephone number. The “ethno-mobbing advisers” are well placed to 
organise suitable follow-up to emerging incidents of discrimination, in cooperation with the “ethno 
equality agents” at national level.  

The protagonists of the DP feel that these activities can serve as a model for trade union action 
that supports the practical application of the EU Racial Equality Directive in the labour market and 
at the workplace.   
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